


An address immersed in crisp ocean 
air, seaside nostalgia and understated 
elegance. This quiet street — in  
one of the city’s most sought-after 
bayside locales — now hosts  
twenty-eight of Melbourne’s most 
desirable apartments.

Crisp Street stands as an edifice  
to modern living, insightful design 
and exceptional standards. Each 
apartment encapsulates the finest 
elements of architecture and 
landscape design against an ocean 
backdrop: a setting unmatched  
by any other city suburb.
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Interlacing a clean, modern 
aesthetic with sharp functionality, 
Crisp Street epitomises style  
and sophistication, with subtle  
nods to the nautical surrounds 
woven throughout the interior  
by Mim Design.

Oak timber flooring, stone and 
illuminative palettes enrich each 
apartment with soft light and an 
undulant sense of space. An outdoor 
entertainment area connects the 
light-filled living room and kitchen 
interior with the bold yet restrained 
landscape design by Jack Merlo.  
The result is a stimulating space that 
hosts the perfect balance between 
bayside sanctuary and practical  
city living.
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The proximity of the ocean lends 
Hampton’s residents an unsurpassable 
quality of living. And for those seeking 
more than the ocean’s calming 
energies, nearby Hampton Street 
hosts an impressive array of  
cafés, restaurants and boutiques. 
From Crisp Street, the very best  
of Hampton is effortlessly attainable.
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Bayside’s leading boutique property 
developer with an unparalleled  
track record stretching back fifteen 
years. BPM has grown from founder 
Jonathan Hallinan’s initial spark  
to become the driving force behind 
many of the most spectacular new 
apartments and townhouses in 
Brighton and its surrounding suburbs.

Emboldened by partnerships  
with many of Australia’s leading 
contemporary architects and 
designers, BPM’s portfolio goes  
from strength to strength, enhanced  
by Jonathan’s unquenchable  
passion for delivering only the very 
best in a market he knows better 
than anyone.

bpmcorp.com.au
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The company we keep is important  
to the structures we create. Our 
standards are exacting and the 
people we work with reflect that. 
Jack Merlo and Mim Design are  
the leaders in their fields and  
when we collaborate with inspiring 
minds, the results are remarkable.

Crisp Street presented the opportunity 
to create homes in Hampton —  
an area of Melbourne we feel deeply 
connected to — and we’re proud  
of what now stands; an address that  
is a testament to visionary design 
and forward-thinking luxury.

All the elements of exceptional living 
coalesce on Crisp Street.

Jonathan Hallinan 
Director
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Mim Design 

Revered for an exceptional eye  
and attention to the finest details, 
Mim Design creates spaces to  
reflect the character, style and raw 
substance of its diverse range  
of clients. When choreographing  
the design features of a residential 
property, retail space or corporate 
structure, all facets of architecture 
and functionality are intricately 
considered, in order to elevate  
the design experience to a distinct 
status of excellence: these are the 
highly sought-after signature skills 
of Mim Design.

mimdesign.com.au

Jack Merlo Design

The landscape designer every  
top developer wants by their side.  
Jack Merlo creates lush landscapes 
that enhance the homes and 
apartments they surround. 

In little more than a decade, his 
practice has risen from award-
winning newcomer at the Melbourne 
Flower and Garden Show to one  
that sets the standards for others  
to follow. Driven by a belief in  
the purity of shape and form,  
Jack Merlo’s signature style is one 
that sits perfectly with the ethos  
behind BPM.

jackmerlodesign.com.au
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Crisp Street

All information, plans, dimensions, images, including artists 
impressions and computer generated images and particulars 
herein whether by measurement or visual representation are for 
general information only and do not constitute any representation 
by the Vendor or by its Agents or representatives. No warranty  
is given either expressly or implied and all interested parties 
should not rely on the information contained herein. Statements, 
images, and representations are indicative only. Changes may  
be made during the further planning or development stages of  
any development and dimensions, fittings, finishes, ongoing costs  
and specifications and representations are subject to change 
without notice. Whilst all reasonable care has been taken in 
providing this information the Developer and its related companies 
and their representatives, consultants and agents accept no 
responsibility for the accuracy of any information contained herein 
or for any action taken in reliance thereon by any party whether 
purchaser, potential purchaser or otherwise. The information 
contained in this material is a guide only and does not constitute 
an offer, inducement, representation, warranty or contract.
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Crisp Street

33 Crisp Street, Hampton

Developer 

BPM Construction  
and Development Group

Ashley Bramich 
Sales & Marketing Manager 
0411 022 222 

Jonathan Hallinan 
Director 
0425 750 861

332 South Road 
Hampton East VIC 3188 
Telephone 03 9555 9821 
info@bpmcorp.com.au

bpmcorp.com.au

Interior design

Mim Design 
mimdesign.com.au

Landscape design

Jack Merlo Design 
jackmerlodesign.com.au




